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About This Game

Enter the ambient world of Osmos: elegant, physics-based gameplay, dreamlike visuals, and a minimalist, electronic soundtrack.

Your objective is to grow by absorbing other motes. Propel yourself by ejecting matter behind you. But be wise: ejecting matter
also shrinks you. Relax - good things come to those who wait.

Key features:

Independent Games Festival finalist in three categories: Seumas McNally Grand Prize, Excellence in Design and
Technical Excellence
Progress from serenely ambient levels into varied and more challenging worlds. (47 levels, plus bonus content)
Confront attractors, repulsors and intelligent motes with similar abilities and goals as you
Selected as one of the 2009 PAX 10
Procedural content: play random versions of any level
Sublime electronic soundtrack by Loscil, Gas/High Skies, Julien Neto, Biosphere, and more
Dynamic time-warping: slow down the flow of time to outmaneuver agile opponents; speed it up to raise the challenge
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Title: Osmos
Genre: Indie, Casual
Developer:
Hemisphere Games
Publisher:
Hemisphere Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2009
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Awesome, game where racism plays a huge problem, especially if you're attempting a diverse neighborhood. If you like
challenges, then this is definitely the game for you. Take sometimes to get used to the controller but once you mattered it, the
game is really fun. It won\u2019t take you a lot of time to finish each stage and you can save your progress easily. Highly
recommend for busy players, who want to play a game during breaks. Definitely love those bosses in this game.. If you like the
basic dungeons 2 and want more, you can savely grab this one. One new faction (UNDEAD) and a campain that is more or less
even longer then the core game.. This game has a nice story, and the world is beautiful.

Other than that it's deeply broken. Almost nothing is interactive, theres only very basic controls and the camera angle is
sickening and always rotating uncomfortably around (which means if you're running forward suddenly you're running
backwards or sideways). It feels extremely unfinished.

On top of that, the audio of non-central characters is inconsistent and frankly appalling. The game itself freezes frequently and
the code is right there on the screen almost the whole way through the section I played.

Pretty idea. Waste of time.. The puzzles are challenging. However I'm not sure if it's linux version or what but the controller
absolutely sucks. Not a single button on my controller could activate, bombs, levels, or phones. The rest is iffy at best. The
navigation is hokey, and the d pad does not move you, dispite the "hint" at the right. Could not find ANY option to exit game,
even esc gave no option to exit game. Had to alt-tab and close.
Conclusion, although puzzles are challenging and the ONLY enjoyable part of the game, the controller and the rest are complete
crap. Feel very poorly thought out and executed. (note could be for linux port only)
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how do u create a profile in the game so that u can play it. Fun, fast paced, original gamplay with several game modes (my
favourite is Merlinball!)!
Awesome music and sounds, and amazing detail for a 2D game!
I love the exp system, something I totally did no expect when first playing the game (you know how addictive gaining exp is!)@
By yourself or with friends, this game is awesome! Excellent!! ヽ(´▽`)/. My Review For This Game:

Pros:
- I enjoyed the pixel style graphics.
- The idea behind the game was good.
- I was interested in the story.

Cons:
- There is no menu to change sound options or keybindings or anything.
- The "record store" is WAY too loud.
- If I pressed ESC, I couldn't find a way to keep playing and had to start over from the beginning.
- Used a Swing and when I tried to leave it, it pulled me back into it and started rapidly moving everywhere and when the game
faded to black and spawned me on the next day, I spawned like 100ft in the air and had no way of interacting with the game.

Overall, I was excited to play a new pixel style game with a story that interested me but due to the glitches in the gameplay, I
wasn't able to progress in the story at all.

TL;DR - Good premise but too glitchy.. This pack is worth it for the FXXK ALONE!! I'm not usually one for moderen mental
hypercars, as I would take a vintage classic over one any day, but this took by breath away. Hands down the funnest car in the
game to drive and surprisingly EASY as well (with TC turned on XD) I suppose it may not be that realistic, with 1000+
horsepower up your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it can't be that easy in real life. Thought it would feel more like
the LaFerrari; understeers,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handling, and no front end downforce.

Which put me off driving it as I knew I couldn't get as much out of it as it has to offer. But the FXXK fixes all the horrible
problems the LaFerrari had whilst remaining insane at the same time.
Only downside, it sounds exactly the same as the LaFerrari.

As for the tracks Muguelo is fast and fantastic, and i'm a bit so so about Fiorano, definatly not a track for lots of cars all raciong
at once.

Here are my car reviews.
FXXK: 9\/10 - just brilliant

F12TDF: 7\/10 - handles and performs great with the right tyres, but slides all over the place if not.

250 Berlinetta: 8\/10 - Amazing car, grips well, doesn't understeer as I thought it would and decent sound

250 Testarossa: 6\/10 - Understeers too much (even for that age) doesn't handle brilliantly and lacks any kind of detail in the
bodywork

458 Speciale A: 5\/10 - Slightly dissapointing, doesnt handle great and understeers. Sound is awful and tinny

512BB LM: 6\/10 - Okay car, handling is slow and heavy, and it's just a bit boring.

F355 Challenge: 8\/10 - Great car, handles well, doesn't over or understeer, plenty of grip, but outside car sound is horrible and
tinny.

F40: 6\/10 A little bit sloppy, feels same as F40 LM but with less power.

In conclusion you will more than definantly find a car you like in this DLC, and I do recomend it but its not perfect. Most of
other cars besides the FXXK, F12 TDF and both 250's seem incredibly rushed and the sounds outside the cockpit again are just
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horrible and all sound the same as each other.

. Very poorly optimized game. Despite being such a simple game it still lags a lot and runs at like 20fps even on the lowset
settings. Also on the first level I was unable to figure out a way to open the damn sliding doors and go through. ANd also every
time I go back to menu the game would go back to windowed mode despite setting fullscreen in the settings.
Until you optimize the game properly I wouldn't recomend this game to anyone with an older laptop. Refund requested.....
Loving this game so far! The music especially. It perfectly suits the vibe of the story and the pace of the gameplay. The controls
are easy to grasp (though I know some people are still gonna say a tutorial would have been nice, and I was a little surprised
there wasnt one, I found myself not missing it all that much). The art style is quite good, the sound effects are competent, and
you can tell the devs really care about this labor of love. If you like beat em ups, youll love this game. If you like Samurai, youll
love this game. If you like breakable set pieces with raccoons hiding in them, Youll ADORE this game. Highly recommended!.
its good it needs more cars lile the cummins ford and a horn added in and add the nissan skyline an nissan gtr and drag cars. ok
so its a cheap game that could have been free i mean you have that old game call drag racer V3 that is still better after all that
time than this game. you can do less thing that drag racer v3. this game have less car less modification\/tuning it the car with
who you racing cant win if you dont miss shift and even so it stay far behing. you cannot realy go head to head against a supra
with an bone stock AE86. worst that that the can on the back is clearly bigger than you even if you are the one near the screen so
no depth of field. sorry but even for a game at 30% rebate that cost me 75 canadian cent it too much. im gonna go back to drag
racer v3 if i want to play a 2d drag racing game.
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